
In accordance with a prior understanding, Mr. Shockley then undertook to rebut Mr. Gage and Mr. Gage, after seeing the rebuttal, prepared a final statement. Both of these manuscripts are presented in the pages that follow.

Because both Shockley and Gage made frequent reference to research and analyses done by Arthur Jensen of the University of California, Berkeley, Mr. Jensen asked for space to explain further work he has done on the topics under examination. Mr. Jensen and Mr. Shockley have few points of difference, but Mr. Gage was asked to comment on Jensen's statement if he wished.

Representative early responses to the initial Shockley-Gage encounter will be found in the Backtalk section of this *Kappan*. In spring issues of the *Kappan*, however, space limits will permit only brief comments on the questions and differences of opinion revealed here. —The Editors

**A DEBATE CHALLENGE:**

**GENETICITY IS 80% FOR WHITE IDENTICAL TWINS' I.Q.'S**

**BY WILLIAM SHOCKLEY**

The *Kappan’s* January cover announced "A Debate Between William Shockley and N. L. Gage" and an editorial introduction described issues of "the Shockley-Gage encounter." In this second round, the articles are called "Shockley" and "Gage," academic titles and pronouns being used for the authors as persons.

Actually the "encounter" was rather indirect. Gage mentions most as Shockley, the person, only once and makes no specific reference to Shockley, the article. However, the two articles do contain an encounter of ideas that is central to the entire logical structure of Shockley a cornerstone presented in Shockley as its most emphasized single sentence. I quote it here:

"Intelligence, measured by I.Q.,

varies more than twice as much from genetic differences as it does from environmental differences for individuals from families like those that raise one of a pair of white identical twins."

The statement is conservative. Figures 1, 2, and 3 of Shockley led to an 80% figure for geneticity of I.Q., leaving less than 20% of I.Q. variance to environment for the defined population.

Gage stated three intentions for its presentation: "...first, to examine..." the data on whites that are cited in the controversy. Then [second] I shall consider the relevance of these data... to... Negro-white differences in mean I.Q. Third, I shall call attention to the need for educational research and development that can produce necessary improvement in achievement and attitudes of Negro youth and, ultimately, provide the only definitive test of Jensen's hypothesis."

The examination in Gage of its first stated intention can easily be misinterpreted as pulverizing the cornerstone presented in Shockley as its most emphasized single sentence. I quote it here:

"Intelligence, measured by I.Q.,
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nonencounters. Specifically, Shockley outlined a variety of methods for research on genetic contributions to I.Q. deficits applicable to Negroes that were not restricted to the "only definitive test" proposed in the Gage third intention. These proposed methods were not referred to in Gage, although they were presented in Shockley in connection with Figures 5, 6, and 7 and the discussion of research on racial differences in brain anatomy reported in Shockley's reference 33. Thus on these matters pertinent to Gage's second intention, there was no "encounter" of the sort the *Kappan* had called for in asking "one prominent sociologist to respond to Mr. Shockley's paper, [who] promptly refused, arguing... that [Shockley's] notions on heredity and race are 'wrongheaded' and 'obscene.'"

Gage simply ignored the new research proposals of Shockley.

"Dysgenics, Geneticity, Raceology: A Challenge to the Intellectual Responsibility of Educators" was the title of my article. My section heading, "The Moral Obligation To Think," was a call to find the wisest means for diagnosing our national, growing human-quality ills. I believe that this objective demands new, inventive approaches. Professor Gage's discussion of the past history of slavery and discrimination leaves no doubt of the sincerity of his concern.
with the tragic disadvantage of black Americans. The difference between Shockley and Gage is typified by the Shockley section heading, "Quantifiable Humanism?," and the Gage heading, "Better Educational R & D Needed." Environmental aspects of human behavioral problems now probably command 100 times more research support than do genetic aspects. Is it not thus imperative to find sound new approaches for human behavior genetics? Was the reluctance of Gage to "encounter" the proposals for new approaches in Shockley an example of the Apple-of-God’s-Eye-Obsession described in Shockley?

Gage uses italics for emphasis once in connection with compensatory education and educational R and D twice more, as discussed below under "Randomness of Environments," in regard to environmental effects on I.Q.

"Not" was used in Gage (p. 312) in rejecting as untrue Jensen’s 1969 assertion that “compensatory education has been tried and it apparently has failed.” This subject was not emphasized in Shockley. However, a comment is appropriate. Billions of dollars have been spent on compensatory education. Programs have continued, not, as Gage suggested, for “merely a single enthusiastic Presidential administration,” but since at least 1956. A recent survey for the U.S. Office of Education of 1,200 evaluation reports by an independent research firm found, in the group of 326 that they could adequately evaluate, only 10 that “were actually found to be successful when subjected to in-depth analysis.” The history of compensatory education projects followed by subsequent oblivion has been documented by Roger Freeman in “The Alchemists in our Public Schools.” Jensen’s “apparently has failed” evaluation is sufficiently warranted, in my opinion, to support my repeatedly stated demand that genetic factors must also be researched. I am not opposed to educational research. Indeed, I have estimated that the methods of Figure 4 of Shockley might affect attitudinal factors for black slum children by improving the control-of-environment student variable of Shockley Figure 7 so as to eliminate about one-third of the achievement deficit. However, if the remaining two-thirds is genetic, then denigrating the possibilities of significant genetic research and calling for all resources to go into educational research is a prelude to what is described as the Speer syndrome in Shockley.

Randomness of Environments and the 80% Geneticity Controversy

The other two uses of italics in Gage are also intimately associated with the goal of finding optimum educational methods to overcome disadvantages – particularly those of Negroes. The consequence is that a misleading impression is given of the actual facts of geneticity of I.Q., although a careful second or third reading shows that the 80% geneticity estimate of Shockley is not really disputed – indeed it is scarcely “encountered.” To clarify the situation and to add to the available information I introduce Figure 1 (space limitations barred it from Shockley). It illustrates the role of randomness of environmental influences on I.Q. for Burt’s separately reared identical twins and answers several questions raised in Gage about Burt’s study. I shall here describe the figure by quoting from Shockley the following description of its content:

“If the differences in environments between pairs of twins are compared with their differences in I.Q. for Burt’s compilation, then it turns out – as makes sense – that better occupational class of home does tend to raise I.Q. – but this tendency is not a certainty nor are the I.Q. increases very decisive: Of the 35 cases in which co-twins differed in both I.Q. and occupational class, 23 were concordant – higher class with higher I.Q. – and 11 were discordant – lower I.Q. in the higher class home. The result is significant at the 0.02 level. Each upward step of one social class raises I.Q. on the average about one I.Q. point.”

Both Shockley and Gage contain discussions of a famous pair of twins. In Shockley the paragraph immediately following the above quotation starts: “But what about Gladys and Helen [separately reared identical twins] with their 24-point difference [in I.Q. ]?"
The significance of this statistical reasoning is missing from the observation that Professor Gage emphasizes with the italicized word "together":

"The Gladys-Helen I.Q. difference is rare; the Gladys-Helen I.Q. environmental difference is also rare. To have both rare events occurring together is evidence not of randomness but of strong nonchance association." These sentences must be read in the complete context of Gage to avoid the conclusion that Gage is rejecting the random distribution of environments insisted upon by Shockley.

The following parallel grammatical construction for a situation of known randomness may be helpful: "A large payoff at a roulette table is rare; the occurrence of a double zero is also rare. To have both events occurring together when someone wins on double zero is evidence not of randomness but of strong nonchance association." The "togetherness" of the two events on the roulette wheel obviously has no relevance whatever to the randomness with which the little ball picks its number; the same is true of the randomness of the normal distribution of environments in which Gladys and Helen chanced to achieve the needed exceptionally large difference in environments and paid off exceptionally with the champion of all reported I.Q. differences.

The focus on finding the optimum environment for raising I.Q. or achievement can again lead to confusion in the longest italicized statement of Gage: "It is clear that the I.Q. differences were larger for those twins whose estimated educational disadvantages differed more; the I.Q. difference and the educational-advantage difference correlated 0.79."

This well-documented observation in Gage of 0.79 for effect of environment on I.Q. may provoke doubt about the Shockley upper limit of 20% or 0.20 for environmental contributions to I.Q. variance. How is this conflict resolved? The answer is that the Gage value does not relate to the population variance but only to the fraction of it that corresponds to the difference between twins. (When these considerations are developed, the results are found to be statistically consistent with the other studies compiled by Jensen.) Thus although correlations like the 0.79 are central to problems of educational research, they do not alter the statistics of Figure 1 here or Figure 3 of Shockley; therefore, they do not alter the 80% estimate.

The white twin I.Q. data was examined in Gage in relationship to the racial intelligence controversy. There is another controversy about the 80% geneticity estimate itself. One of my student assistants polled five professors and six students in local psychology departments and not one would accept a value of geneticity as large as 50%. The same is true of the population variance of educational-advantage differences.

Eugenic Thinking Exercises

The closest that Gage came to a direct encounter was to express concern that Jensen and Shockley might discourage governmental support for educators "... who want a fair chance to try their approach..." and to make an oblique reference to the Shockley thinking exercise in the form of a voluntary sterilization bonus plan. This latter reference omitted my qualifying phrase, "regardless of sex, race, or welfare status," and my emphasis on the First Amendment. My estimate of possible reduced costs of mental retardation care was indirectly rejected -- "drain resources away from educational..." Unsureness about relevant behavioral genetic facts was stressed.
Examples of facts that do warrant thinking exercises about eugenics and dysgenics are presented in Figure 2. One of the most dramatic items of evidence for inheritance of high I.Q. is shown. The gifted children selected by Lewis M. Terman in the early twenties had offspring whose average I.Q. was 132.7.6 I found that this distribution is accurately fitted by a normal distribution out to two standard deviations from the mean. Furthermore, I found that the children adopted by the gifted group, although significantly above the population average, were lower than natural children (P less than 0.05). What is called familial retardation was wholly lacking — no I.Q.'s below 70 save for 0.5% of mentally defective. This little-recognized fact is perhaps one of the strongest of all pieces of evidence in support of "the two-group approach to the problem of mental retardation."7 From data like these I conclude, contrary to the Gage position, that significant thinking can and should be done — it is a "moral obligation" to do so — about eugenics and dysgenics.

Does familial retardation play a role in the 20% or so of the Negro distribution of Figure 2 that falls below I.Q. 70? If so the total national figure for incidence of retardation might have to be nearly doubled. The climate reflected by Gage will not hasten research on genetic factors. This climate was eloquently described in a paper introduced by H. F. Harlow at a meeting of the National Academy of Sciences and read by W. A. Kennedy, leader of the group that obtained the Negro data of Figure 2. Kennedy said:

"A second limitation is fear on the part of the scientist of the consequence of working in the area unless he clearly announces beforehand in the prospectus that he is an environmentalist and is consistent with the current national climate, which is that in a country where all men are created equal it is blasphemy to investigate differences. And although no one in the twentieth century is struck dumb for blasphemy, his research funds can be struck, and the effect is the same."

Professor Kennedy informed me about three years ago that research funds to continue his group's research could no longer be obtained.

I differ most with the Gage position on the possibility of inventive research approaches — as I remarked above in respect to Gage's "only definitive test." Indeed, anti-evidence or the absence of evidence may sometimes be significant. A striking item of the absence of evidence is the lack of a widely recognized study of the conquest of black disadvantages by environmental improvements. Since 1968 I have emphasized that significant evidence might result from changes in the characteristic ethnic patterns of intelligence reported by Lesser et al.: Chinese low on verbal and high on numerical and the reverse for Negroes.10

There is a natural explanation for the lack of reports of outstanding beneficial effects of interracial adoptions if man is indeed a mammalian form of life that is governed by the same biologic laws for his behavioral traits as mice studied by Daniel Bovet, Nobel Laureate in medicine and physiology, and his colleagues.11 A relevant sample of the findings is shown in Figure 3. A two-compartment "shuttle box" allows a mouse five seconds to act on a warning light signal to avoid a shock. Strains of laboratory mice that are good learners improve their ability to avoid shocks during the first day's trials not quite so well as a poor learning strain. But, after sleeping on it overnight, they start the second day well ahead of where they left off the day before. Poor learners, in contrast, continue day after day to forget overnight and start worse the next day. The poor learning strain has another problem: The poor learners become progressively more emotional and exhibit a "freezing response" in a significant number of cases.

Does this emotional instability shown by freezing improve if the poor
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learners are fostered by the emotionally stable good learners? No! On the contrary, their freezing responses increase so much — about 10% to 50% — as to reduce their success at shock avoidance. Good learners do not become freezers when reared in the home environment. Their avoidance scores do drop, however, but only slightly — about 80% instead of 87% on the fourth day.

Would research on the behavior genetics of different subgroups or races of Homo sapiens establish similar effects? Do Bovet’s mice studies indeed suggest the reason for the lack of reports of statistically significant successes in transracial adoptions of black slum orphans?

My previously stated opinion that the major causes of the American Negro’s intellectual and social deficits are primarily hereditary and racially genetic in origin has been reached as a result of considerations like these. The presentation in Gage that such conclusions are based on extrapolating white-twin geneticity data is an error that may permit the intellectual community to avoid the moral obligation to think. I have tried to philosophize on this matter of moral obligation. The results are available in written form as “Three Moral Postulates: Truth — Concern — Death.”

The KAPPAN-Voltaire Parallel

“I disapprove of what you say, but I will defend to the death your right to say it.” So is Voltaire quoted.

My experience with the KAPPAN has parallels with both of Voltaire’s clauses. The KAPPAN has indeed created and defended my right to express what I think and has done so knowing of the criticism it may face as a consequence. I have not always had my right to speak or be printed so zealously defended.

Once in each of the years 1968, 1969, and 1971, after a disruption or the threat of one prevented me from delivering a scheduled speech, Voltaire has been eloquently and publicly echoed — but to no effect. The president of Brown University’s chapter of Sigma Xi, the honorary scientific research fraternity, complained bitterly about the cancellation of the twenty-fifth anniversary convocation of Sigma Xi at the Polytechnic Institute of Brooklyn, but my requests to speak either at Brown or P.I.B. were rejected. At Dartmouth College in 1969 my experience was similar. I am now awaiting a response from Sacramento State College (the case mentioned in the KAPPAN introduction) to my offer to lecture or participate in a TV debate with Professor Mercer or Mr. Mayeske; a spokesman for the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare has cited them with “refuting Jensen and Shockley.” The KAPPAN lived up to Voltaire’s second clause.

The KAPPAN also lived up to Voltaire’s first clause — unwittingly, entertainingly, but, from my viewpoint, disappointingly. Consider this abbreviated quotation from the editorial introduction to the Shockley-Gage encounter:

“The editors . . . have no intention . . . of taking sides on the substantive questions . . . .

“We believe that bad conditions make bad people. We prefer to regard genetic inheritance . . . as simply . . . environment . . . and ultimately manipulable.

Is this not a claim of impartial non-side-taking promptly followed by rejection of my dyssgenic threat? Indeed, if Bovet’s mice are like people, would not the KAPPAN’s environmentalist emphasis erroneously lead to the conclusion that “bad” emotionally unstable mice that freeze are made by emotionally “bad” home environments? I propose that a striking inconsistency has arisen because the KAPPAN, in accord with Voltaire’s first clause, strongly disapproves of what I say — indeed disapproves so strongly that what I say is rejected without the rejection being realized. If my analysis is sound, and this point gets across, then an inconsistency will have contributed to the principal objective of my strenuous writing efforts for the KAPPAN — to strengthen the moral obligation of my readers to think — even about dysgenics.

1. “Crisis in American Education,” an address by Roger A. Freeman, special assistant to the President of the United States, before the annual meeting of the Washington State Research Council, June 19, 1970.

2. From Freeman manuscript printed in Extension of Remarks, Congressional Record, April 24, 1969, p. E 3374-81.
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